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Abstract—With advances in sensing, networking, and comput-
ing, smart medical devices have been widely deployed in various
clinical settings. However, cyber attacks on hospital networks
and critical medical devices are serious threats to patient safety,
security, and privacy. This paper studies the cyber-security
attacks that target hospital networks and other interconnected
clinical environments. Our goal is to characterize threat models in
such environments by studying the public data from vulnerability
databases on medical devices and reports on real attacks targeted
at hospital networks. We use a keyword-based approach to
identify security reports on medical devices. We summarize our
observations from the analysis of the vulnerability reports and
provide insights into the types and impacts of vulnerabilities.

Index Terms—security, vulnerability, medical device, hospital

I. INTRODUCTION

Attacks on hospital networks and critical medical devices
threaten patient safety and privacy [1]. Past studies reported
different vulnerabilities and attacks that compromise the com-
munication channels in medical devices such as implantable
cardiac defibrillators [2], wearable insulin pumps [3], and tele-
operated surgical robots [4]. However, studies on security of
interconnected medical devices in hospital networks mainly
consist of new attacks and vulnerabilities reported by the
security researchers and consulting companies. These reports
have indicated existence of vulnerabilities in the configuration
of hospital networks [5], [6], third-party networks (e.g., labora-
tories, pharmacies) [7], devices used by the healthcare profes-
sionals and technicians [8], and unpatched medical devices [9],
that may allow attackers to penetrate hospital networks and
gain unauthorized access to the critical interconnected med-
ical devices. Once in the hospital network, they can move
laterally across devices within the hospital, steal credentials,
exploit vulnerable services, and discover additional vulnerable
and unhatched devices until a target system is located and
penetrated. The discovered attacks on a blood gas analyzer
device to establish a backdoor to the hospital network and
steal patient records [9] and the vulnerabilities in an internal
firewall that enabled unauthorized access to a surgical robot [6]
serve as examples of such vulnerabilities and penetration
attacks. However, most of these security issues are reported
in an ad-hoc manner. There is no systematic understanding
of the attack landscape to medical devices. To systematically
investigate the security and privacy challenges in integrated
clinical environments, we propose a data-driven approach for
characterizing vulnerable devices that are the targets of cyber
attacks. This paper presents our preliminary results on the

analysis of the publicly-available vulnerabilities reported on
the interconnected medical devices used in hospitals.

II. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

We analyze two publicly-available vulnerability databases
CVE [10] and ICS-CERT [11] to identify common threats and
security attacks targeting medical devices. We leverage Natural
Language Processing (NLP) techniques to extract relevant
information from the vulnerability databases to identify the
characteristics of attacks and types of vulnerable devices in
hospital networks. This task is not trivial because of the
diversity and complexity of the medical devices and a large
number of vulnerabilities reported to different databases. For
example, to extract all security, privacy, and safety-relevant
information from the databases we need to automatically learn
the relevant keywords and concepts related to security threats
and medical devices.

ICS-CERT Alerts dataset [11] is developed and maintained
by Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response
Team and the United States Computer Emergency Readiness
Team (US-CERT). US-CERT is responsible for analyzing and
reducing cyber threats, vulnerabilities, disseminating cyber
threat warning information, and coordinating incident response
activities. In order to collect information on the medical
device-related vulnerabilities from ICS-CERT, we developed
a tool for crawling the whole US-CERT website. This tool
extracted all vulnerability records reported from 1999 to
2018, which contain any medical-related keywords. We then
manually parsed the HTML documents of these records and
extracted information such as the corresponding CVE IDs,
affected product names, manufacturer or vendor names of
products, as well as vulnerability details and backgrounds. Our
dictionary of medical-related keywords were developed by in-
cluding generic medical keywords as well as those describing
the common categories and specialties of medical devices, as
classified by the FDA Product Code Classification Database
[12]. Example keywords from our dictionary included: “medi-
cal, “hospital, “health, “healthcare, “lifecare, “clinic, “clinical,
“patient, “doctor, “surgery, “blood, “immunology, “orthopedic,
“pathology, “dental, “medicine, “toxicology, “obstetrics, “urol-
ogy, “gastroenterology, “neurology, “hematology, “anesthesi-
ology, and “cardio. By manual review of the extracted records,
we further removed the duplicate records and those describing
updates on existing records. This analysis led us to a total
number of 140 ICS-CERT records related to the vulnerable
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devices used in hospital networks. We then manually analyzed
these records to characterize the vulnerabilities and devices.

III. ANALYSIS RESULTS

The following are our main observations from the analysis
of medical device vulnerabilities in the ICS-CERT database:

Frequencies and Types of Vulnerabilities. During the period
of 1999-2018 over 110,500 vulnerabilities were reported to
the CVE database. Only 354 (0.3%) of these CVEs were
reported to affect interconnected medical devices in hospitals.
Figure 1 shows the total number of medical device related
vulnerabilities reported to the database for 1999-2018.

We see a steady increase in the number of reported vulner-
abilities, 2.5 times since 2013, reaching 38 ICS-CERT and 91
CVE records related to medical devices. This is consistent
with the increase in the overall number of vulnerabilities
reported to the CVE database (3 times increase since 2013,
reaching 16,555 in 2018). In total, we found 119 unique
types of vulnerabilities (CVEs) reported for medical devices.
Table I shows the most common categories of vulnerabilities.
Some examples of the most frequent types of vulnerabilities
included improper credential management and authentication
(8%), improper access control, privilege management, and
authorization (6%), and buffer and stack overflows (6%).

Vulnerable Medical Devices. The reported vulnerabilities
affected a wide range of medical devices in different medical
specialties by 56 different manufacturing companies. Almost
53% of the vulnerabilities were reported for devices made by 5
device manufacturers. This means that if design and validation
practices used by those manufacturers were improved, almost
half of the vulnerabilities could be fixed.

We also found that for 18 (12.8%) of vulnerabilities, ex-
ploits were publicly available, potentially enabling attackers to
target the devices and affect patient safety and privacy. These
vulnerabilities existed in different types of medical devices
from various manufacturers, including imaging systems (e.g.,
CT scanners, cardiology imaging), hospital/clinical communi-
cation technology (for storage and communication of patient
health information), insulin pump or infusion pump systems,
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Fig. 1: Total Number of Medical Device Vulnerabilities (1999-2018)

TABLE I: Top Medical Device Vulnerabilities (1999-2018)
Vulnerability Type Freq.
Improper credential management and authentication 36
Improper access control, privilege management, and authorization 30
Stack and Buffer Overflow 29
Path traversal 14
Improper input validation 13
Information exposure 12
Cross-site Request Forgery 9
Cross-site Scripting 8
Uncontrolled resource consumption 5
Missing encryption of sensitive data 5

data and management software, network security software,
remote connectivity software, and communication devices.

IV. FUTURE WORK

Future work will focus on further analysis of medical device
security issues by including data from a wider range of
publicly-available databases and cross-referencing the events
across the databases to gather more in-depth insights into the
characteristics of vulnerabilities and attacks and developing
techniques for attack prevention and detection.
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